
 
 

Welcome to the A level guide for 
Spanish at Formby High School.  

 
www.twitter.com/FormbyHighML  

 
https://padlet.com/FormbyHighML/ThinkingaboutALevel   
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A LEVEL SPANISH                                                                                              

 
 

http://www.twitter.com/FormbyHighML
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Modern and traditional values (Changing nature of families, birth rate, marriage, divorce) 

Religion and the influence of the Catholic church (Same sex marriage, religion and the state) 

Equal rights (LGBT+ rights, gender equality, gendered violence, #yo también) 

Immigration, Racism and Integration (BLM, Mexico and the USA, indigenous peoples, migration) 

Modern day idols (Representation, responsibilities, charity work)  

Spanish regional identity (Autonomous regions, festivals, languages, art, dance, gastronomy) 

Cultural heritage (Jewish, Arabic and gypsy heritage,  colonisation, pre-Hispanic civilizations) 

'Today's youth, tomorrow's citizens’ (Activism in society, voting, youth voice)   

Popular Movements (Strikes, unions, social protests and campaigns) 

Monarchies and dictatorships in Spain and Latin America (Felipe VI, Juan Carlos, Franco, Maduro)  

Cyberspace (Safety online, online abuse, effects of technology on daily life) 
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A LEVEL SPANISH  - Topics  

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 



 
The literary text we study is Como agua para chocolate by Laura Esquivel , a 
novel about Mexican life at the beginning of the twentieth century with 
elements of magical realism, tragedy, the role of women, and fate. 
 
 
 
The film we study is Volver by Pedro Almodóvar, a film about life, solidarity, 
society and death set in La Mancha and Madrid.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Literature and Film Study 

Where will your languages take you? 



 
We follow the AQA syllabus for A level teaching the full A Level and the exam based course  
has three papers at the end of the two-year course. Click on the image for more details: 
 
Paper 1 - Listening, reading and translation tasks 
Paper 2 - Literature and film essays 
Paper 3 - Speaking exam, including discussion of the Individual Research Project (IRP) 
 
Each student has their own access to an online learning platform with an e-textbook, audio 
and exercises for the course and there are copies of a textbook for use in school. 
 
You will be taught by experienced linguists and your lessons will be based in the Modern 
Language Faculty Area which comprises three teaching rooms plus a dedicated suite of  6 
computers which A Level Languages students use in lessons and for extra study.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – The course 

Where will your languages take you? 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/spanish-7692


 
We are proud of our strong links and collaboration with the University of Liverpool for visiting 
lecturers, teacher liaison and conferences, taster language sessions and student tours of the 
university campus.  
 
Through the University of Liverpool we have benefitted from links with the Instituto Cervantes 
in Manchester and the Spanish Embassy’s Education Office in Manchester, which have led to 
activities such as hosting lesson from visiting teachers from Salamanca.  
 
We have additional links to many other local universities such as UCLAN, the University of 
Manchester, Lancaster University and Manchester Metropolitan University who have also 
provided online resources, taster lectures and open days.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – University Links   

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 



 
Our successful ‘Polyglots’ programme caters for anyone who has other languages that they 
speak or for anyone who wishes to look at learning another language ab initio (from scratch).  
 
Bilingual students have been supported in taking A Level exams and we have taster  
sessions delivered by university lecturers and students in languages such as Portuguese, Italian, 
Korean and Mandarin Chinese . 
 
You will have the chance to attend foreign language film showings at Fact Cinema in Liverpool 
when suitable films are screened, and a visit to a Spanish restaurant in Liverpool.    
 
We have links with the University of Leeds and encourage our students to apply for The 
University of Leeds  Linguastars Residential which is a free overnight event at the 
university.  This is a great opportunity to experience life on campus. 
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A LEVEL SPANISH  - Wider Horizons  

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 

https://artsoutreach.leeds.ac.uk/whats-on-offer/linguastars-residential/


 
We pride ourselves on the Sixth Form section of the library which has a large selection of 
foreign language DVDs as well as original language and translated novels, and English novels set 
in Spanish speaking countries.  Reading novels set in other countries whose language you are 
studying is beneficial in many ways - you will gain knowledge of points in history, extend your 
cultural awareness, and continue to improve your English.  Our A Level padlet also advises 
students on tv programmes, film and webinars. Take a look at a section of the wider 
engagement log from Esther when she was in Year 12: 
 
I enjoyed the ‘Facing Franco’s Crimes’ Storyville on BBC iPlayer which helped to give me 
background context for my IRP subject. I found the ‘ciudades con historia’ Open University 
Course very helpful and will definitely be doing more of their courses over the summer as they 
had very good grammar points. I loved the Michael Palin programme, Race Across the World 
and the Flamenco programme on BBC.  I have been listening to different podcasts on the 
dictatorship, Almodóvar and Frida Kahlo in both English and Spanish to further my learning. I 
am going to try and read Marquez’ 100 Days of Solitude (Spanish version) over the summer.  I 
have done some Leeds University and Lancaster University online webinars.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Wider reading and independent study   

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 



 
You will need a file with file dividers and the initial sections needed will be grammar, topics, 
literature and film. You will use your file for any worksheets, notes sheets and any work on A4 
paper. You will be given an exercise book to use for each teacher.  
 
 There will be book and file checks at certain points through the course.  
 
You must be punctual and attend all lessons and if absence is unavoidable you must catch up 
on missed work. 
 
You are expected to have your current topic notes and a pen for each lesson.  You should 
actively participate in lessons and keep good notes of any new items.   
 
You are expected to complete all homework tasks and to dedicate extra hours to additional 
independent research and practice.  
 
And you need an open mind, an interest in learning about grammar and other cultures! 
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Equipment and expectations   

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 



We are extremely proud of our ex-FHS languages students who have happily and successfully 
studied languages at university and who come back to speak with us. Want to be like them?   
 
> Your course has 3 elements – lessons, homework, and ‘extra hours’ of independent study 
> Read in English – your vocabulary in both languages will improve 
> Read books in English about Spanish speaking countries 
> Read English headlines – form opinions on current affairs  
> Eat and sleep well.  
> Pay attention – you can’t learn something you don’t understand. 
> Speak up! Take part. Give it a go! ‘Writing floats on a sea of talk’ (James Britton 1970) 
> Take good notes and be organised 
> Balance paid work commitments with school needs –long term vs short term gain! 
> Listen to Spanish radio programmes, music or podcasts  
> Watch Spanish films and programmes about Spain online or on tv 
> Re-read your notes from each lesson and re-listen to audio exercises to develop resilience.  
> Take any opportunity  you can to practise – greet friends/ send text messages in Spanish.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH  - A good languages student…   

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 



 
We have a high uptake for degrees with languages like  Betty and Lucy who went on to 
study degrees in Languages with politics , James who chose Spanish and Business, Ellen 
and Esther chose Modern Languages and Cultures, Lily chose English, Spanish and Media, 
Claire chose Languages and Translation, Diego chose Spanish and Chinese, and Cam and 
Jack opted for Spanish and Portuguese.  Languages degrees have led students 
on to Masters courses such as an MA in Applied Translation or an MSc in Speech and 
Language therapy. 
 
Degrees in languages can be combined with many other subjects, for example, Chemistry and 
a language or Archaeology and a language.  
 
Browse courses or get advice on applications and interviews -  Thuniguide.co.uk   
 
You can also to see what the ratings are for courses you may be interested in, such as the Guardian’s league tables: 
theguardian - university-league-tables-2019. Browse for degree courses using a variety of headings when browsing such as 
Spanish/ Hispanic Studies/ Latin American studies/ International Studies/ European Studies/ Modern Language.  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Degrees with Languages   

Where will your languages take you? 

https://www.theuniguide.co.uk/
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019
https://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2018/may/29/university-league-tables-2019


Bernardette Holmes MBE  (Bye-Fellow of Downing College, University of Cambridge):  
 
‘Living in a hyper-connected, diverse and mobile society, speaking only one language can 
never be regarded as enough. To achieve personal, academic and professional goals to a 
global standard will require a global mind-set, an international outlook and cultural agility. 
These attributes are more likely to be fostered in a person who has stepped beyond the 
confines of the first language; the person who can see the world through another lens; the 
person who can read the world’s history in its original languages; the person who can mediate 
between cultures; the person who can successfully connect to another culture using another 
language...The age of the indulged monolingual has passed. Multilingualism is the new 
normal.’ 
 
Dr Raquel Fernández Sánchez: Associate Dean for Learning and Teaching University of Aston: 
‘Language graduates often show excellent analytical skills honed through the discussion of 
complex issues in the course of their studies; language degrees will involve the analysis of 
topics related to cultural awareness, business, politics, ethics and economics…Employers 
value having graduates who have the ability to present an articulate argument, to negotiate 
and to adapt their register or rhetoric.’ 
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Careers with Languages  

Where will your languages take you? 



 
Languages are an asset to any career and you can do almost anything with a languages degree 
as most jobs are open to students from any discipline.  
 
Language rich students can look at a variety of future employment possibilities 
such as these examples from University of Liverpool language graduates careers:   
 
Journalist, Fraud Investigator, Intelligence Analyst, Publishing, Conference Manager, 
Accountant, Brand Ambassador (Brazil), Health Researcher (Belgium), Foreign News 
Editor, Interpreter, Recruitment Consultant, Wine Retailer, Export Marketing, Bi-
Lingual Secretary, Teacher of English Overseas…. 
 
Find out about working as a translator  or interpreter or with GCHQ or the United Nations 
or just browse a jobs directory for inspiration language jobs. Find out more possibilities for 
careers with languages here: careers-advice  
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Careers with Languages  

 
 

Where will your languages take you? 

https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/translator
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles/interpreter
https://www.gchq-careers.co.uk/departments/language-analysts.html
https://languagecareers.un.org/dgacm/Langs.nsf/home.xsp
https://en-gb.toplanguagejobs.com/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/modern-languages
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/modern-languages
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/modern-languages


Some students add to their linguistic confidence by attending language courses in the UK or in 
Spain or by arranging their own work experience abroad.  
*Please note that none of the courses or companies below are specifically recommended or 
vetted by Formby High School. Choices are made at your own discretion. It is always 
recommended to choose a company that has official recognition and is covered travel 
insurance.  
https://www.halsbury.com    work experience for schools 
https://www.colegiodelibes.com  This school is in Salamanca and we have other suggestions 
also in Salamanca in the ML department - ask for more details.  
https://www.salamanca-university.org   
https://www.oxbridgeprograms.com   
www.studytravel.com  
https://www.donquijote.org   
https://ifspanish.com/en/home-en   A language school in Santiago de Compostela  
https://manchester.cervantes.es/en/courses_spanish 
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Languages Courses  

Note: If any courses refer 
to CEFR (Common 

European Framework of 
Reference for Languages) 

we expect a student at 
the end of Year 12 to be 

at A2/B1 level.  

Where will your languages take you? 

https://www.halsbury.com/
https://www.colegiodelibes.com/
https://www.salamanca-university.org/
https://www.salamanca-university.org/
https://www.salamanca-university.org/
https://www.oxbridgeprograms.com/
http://www.studytravel.com/
https://www.donquijote.org/
https://ifspanish.com/en/home-en
https://ifspanish.com/en/home-en
https://ifspanish.com/en/home-en
https://manchester.cervantes.es/en/courses_spanish


Grace: “Since moving to this school in Year 12, I have found the Spanish teachers particularly supportive 
and helpful with the jump we have made from GCSE. Taking Spanish has given me a better understanding 
of the Hispanic world and its history, culture and politics; it has also helped me to improve my English 
vocabulary.” 
Cam (currently at University of Manchester studying Spanish and Portuguese) “I really enjoyed the A 
Level course and it taught me the importance of languages in many aspects of everyday life”  
James (currently at University of Manchester studying Spanish and Business Management) 
"Your commitment to my development has allowed me to find my way onto a course where I can follow 
both passions and explore the world one day. The Modern Languages teachers had such a huge impact." 
Ellen (currently at Newcastle University studying Spanish and French) “I loved studying Spanish film, as well 
as learning about more hard-hitting topics such as racism and sexism.” 
Lucy (currently at Newcastle University studying Spanish and Politics): “My confidence in speaking Spanish 
massively improved. I used to be scared to speak Spanish but now I feel confident and able. The languages 
department at Formby High is second to none, they constantly check up on you and are always there to 
offer advice. Make the most of it!” 
Esther (currently at Durham University  studying Languages and Cultures "Thank you both so much for all 
your help over the past couple of years- thanks to you I feel really confident going into university study!!" 
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A LEVEL SPANISH – Student Voice  

Where will your languages take you? 



Languages will always be an asset.  Having a language A Level is well regarded both at 
universities and for employment.  No-one regrets being able to speak another language! 
People are more likely to say they regret not doing it.  
 
Being able to speak another language is a highly respected qualification and is also 
a practical and demonstrable life skill which allows you to get more out of life both 
personally and professionally.   Studying a language at A Level will develop your 
skills and confidence as a communicator. 
 
Languages complement all subjects!  We often have students who combine their 
language A level with: 
 
 Maths  Politics   Chemistry  Biology   
 
History  Business Studies Geography  English 
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A LEVEL SPANISH                                                                                                
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A LEVEL SPANISH – The last word… 

 
Jack – Leeds University to study Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Studies. 
Graduated with a First and distinctions in spoken Spanish and Portuguese. Jack 
went to Spain as part of his course (see postcard below) then he spent a year 
living in Brazil ..  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear teachers of the Modern Languages Department, 
 
This is just a little message to let you know that I am coming to the 
end of my stay here.  I have had the best experience of my life.  With 
this in mind, I wanted to thank the teachers who helped me to get 
here. I hope that this card might encourage a potential student to 
study languages. There is no experience like it! 
 
Best Wishes, Jack  
 
 
 
 
 Where will your languages take you? 



 
 

We look forward to working with you here at FHS. 
 

Enjoy the course, enjoy the challenge and make the most of it! 
 

www.twitter.com/FormbyHighML  
 

https://padlet.com/FormbyHighML/ThinkingaboutALevel   
 

Any questions email: enquiries@formbyhighschool.com   
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